Dragon nest sea mobile warrior guide

Choosing the right class at the beginning of Dragon Night M – SEA is an important factor in this game. This is because the class that you will choose will determine the style of your gameplay. You can’t choose an Archer class and then play it like a melee hero. You’d be wasting the character’s skills and abilities. So you need to properly select the job
that meshes well with your playstyle. One of the staple classes that many new players tend to go with is the Warrior class. It’s a class that specializes in physical melee combat and a character who’s also quick and agile. It has a strong physical attack, an ability to dash and dish fast combos, and has a normal defense. It’s a good class option for players
who like to get close and mix it up with opponents. But how do you properly play the Warrior class? Then read up as this is a guide to playing the Warrior class in Dragon Nest M – SEA. The Available Specialization of the Warrior Class When you select the Warrior class, you have to expect that you won’t stay in this class forever. You will have to select
a specialization once you reach level 15. For the Warrior, there are two specializations, the Sword Master and the Mercenary. The Sword Master is a specialization that focuses more on being able to fight in both mid and close-range combat.
This is also a specialization that relies more on quick and successive blows with normal damage to enemies.
There are two skill trees available for the Sword Master. A physical skill tree that focuses on burst damage and killing enemies one-on-one. There’s also a magical skill tree, which focuses more on hitting multiple enemies and dealing consistent damage and output. The Mercenary specialization, on the other hand, is heavier and one of the slowest
among all classes. But they compensate that by dealing with massive damage and effects to enemies. Mercenaries can easily break through an enemy’s super armor. They also possess the same super armor, making them more durable than other classes. Their combos are easier to execute and they can attack a larger area. Their AOEs, though, are
scattered making it harder to execute crowd control on enemies. The Warrior’s Specialization Advancement The Sword Master and Mercenary are not the final specializations that players will choose. Once they reach level 45 in either specialization, they will again choose another class. For the Sword Master, the options are Gladiator and Moonlord,
while the Mercenary can further specialize to Barbarian or Destroyer. The Gladiator specialization focuses more on close-range combat while having the ability to cancel skills. This makes them one of the best close-range combat characters in the game. The Moonlord is more focused on its wave attacks, giving players ranged abilities, allowing them
to fight at a distance. But don’t think they become weak in close-combat, as they still retain the physical abilities of the Swordsman. This still allows them to fight in close range and be a hard enemy to deal with 1-on-1.
The Barbarian specializations focus more on strength and damage output. They’re a feared 1-on-1 opponent because of the damage
they can provide. But they retain many of the AOE skills of the Mercenary, allowing them to take on multiple enemies at once. The Destroyer, on the other hand, focuses more on critical damage. This allows the players to easily break their opponents, making them helpless from the Destroyer’s onslaught. The Weapons Used by Mighty Warriors For
the weapons that players can equip on the Warrior class, the main ones are sword, ax, and hammer. The secondary weapon for this class is the gauntlets. The main thing about gauntlets is that they carry both physical and magical attacks. But the physical component is higher than the magical. But it’s a great weapon that allows Warriors to deal
magic damage to enemies as well. It can come in handy on certain missions where magic damage is needed. If the player happens to play a different class, then the warrior in the game will become the NPC Xian. He is the main character that will appear in many side or story quests depending on the class you chose. The game has a system in place
that all playable classes that you didn’t choose, will become NPCs. Each hero in Dragon Nest has a story, and a part to play in your adventures. The Warrior in Dragon Nest M – SEA is a great class to choose. Some of the specializations available do open up the class to become a mid-range fighter with certain abilities. But in general, this is one of the
strongest close-range combat classes that players can choose in the game. Try it out by playing Dragon Nest – SEA on PC today! Dragon Nest M has made its leap overseas. It's time to take up arms and enter the battle in this mobile action RPG!This mobile action RPG has an authentic MMORPG feel, complete with quests, dungeons, PvP and PvE, as
well as plenty of exciting monster and boss fights. If you're yearning to play an MMO but don't have the time to dedicate to a PC one, Dragon Nest M may be just the game you've been waiting for.The game has six classes to choose from, each boasting a unique gameplay style as well as fun and flashy skills. Which begs the question:Which class should
you use for your adventures?That depends entirely on your playstyle. Do you want to dominate the arena, or run through everything solo? Do you like to hit hard from a distance, or dish out melee attacks in rapid succession?In this guide, we examine all six available classes and share which classes are the best - you'll surely find one that fits!Meet the
Classes: Basic Class OverviewEach class has its own strengths and weaknesses, different specialization options, and vastly different playstyles.You can have one character for each class, and the data gets saved (so you can even switch back and forth if you so desire), so it's worth checking each class out until you find the best one for you.Here are
some basics about the classes before you begin:WarriorDifficulty level: 2/5Class type: Close to mid-range tank/DPSThe warrior is a balanced sword fighter with good defense and offense (with both single and multi-enemy attacks). This is the best class for beginners for its ease of use as well as high defense and attack.Tinkerer (aka Academic)Difficulty
level: 2/5Class type: Mid-range DPS/supportThis cutie packs a punch. Her regular attack takes the form of swift magic orbs that shoot out of her oversized cannon. She is best used from afar, and has the power to push enemies away if they get too close for comfort.The Tinkerer's most unique asset is her ability to summon Alfredo, a steampunk robotic
servant who draws enemy aggro and allows the Tinkerer to keep a safe distance. ClericDifficulty level: 2/5Class type: Close-range supportThe cleric is the paladin of this game, acting as a good shield and healer. Clerics have weak attacks but they can withstand a good amount of damage and excel as a support class.ArcherDifficulty level: 3/5Class
type: Mid to long-range DPS/supportAs the name suggests, the archer uses a bow and arrow to unleash pain on enemies from a distance. This class is a good middle ground between the tank and the glass cannon, excelling at super-quick movement and attacks and skillful evades.To play this one well, you'll need to find the optimal distance to hit from
(while not being hit in return).AssassinDifficulty level: 3/5Class type: Close-range DPSGo up close and personal with this class, which has strong offensive powers and great DPS but needs to be quick on his feet to evade incoming attacks.The assassin is a versatile class, allowing users to either save up power for a strong burst attack, or attack with
weaker, but much quicker, blows.As a side-note, the assassin also has the most intriguing description: "A gentle and kind teenager accidentally gets possessed by his future self."SorceressDifficulty level: 4/5Class type: Mid to long-rangeFinally, we come to the one true glass cannon among the classes, which also makes her the most difficult class to
master.The sorceress is a powerhouse of magic, dealing huge damage to enemies with AOEs.Her attacks are great against a group but require a bit more maneuvering than the other classes, since many of her skills target areas, not enemies. This means you can't run-and-gun here, but rather will need to keep an eye on the enemy's movements and
plan ahead. Dragon Nest M Class Specializations Once you reach level 15 in the game, you get to choose a specialization. (Further specialization paths are available at level 45, but for the purpose of this post, we'll focus on this first branch in your journey.) Which specialization you choose will affect the types of skills you get access to and the play
style. Before making a selection, you'll have a chance to try both out with all its skills unlocked so you'll know exactly what to expect.Here are the specializations and their finer points:WarriorSword Master: This specialization is the all-out sword-swinging offensive path. It unleashes a ton of power with strong physical attacks as well as the ability to
block and hit back hard. Mercenary: A bit more varied than the Sword Master, the Mercenary is equipped with buffs and debuffs while retaining a strong (though slower) attack and some crowd-control skills which make him a great addition to any party. TinkererAlchemist: With the alchemist, you will unlock powerful magic attacks that rival that of
the sorceress, though with an easier control (less precise aiming required).Engineer: Perfect for a more tactical fighting style, the Engineer puts up towers and throws mechanical ducks (yes, really) into battle. This class requires you to corner your enemies right where you want them for maximum damage output!ClericPaladin: By far the best tank in
the game, the Paladin is an aggro-hogging wall of defense, ideal for cooperative playing.Priest: This class leads the cleric down the support route, giving him the power to heal and buff allies (and himself).ArcherBow Master: As the class with the longest range, the Bow Master is great in group fights and as a rear support. However, this comes at a
cost: Up close, the class is pretty squishy. Acrobat: This specialization brings the archer closer to the action by switching out her bow for a shortbow and giving her more flexible mid- to close-range skills. Her defense is still relatively low but she makes up for it with quick escapes.AssassinChaser: A skilled ninja-like assassin, the Chaser has two types
of skills you can choose to specialize in: the long-ranged physical damage-dealer and the close-ranged, quick and devastating offensive path. Bringer: The Bringer uses light and dark powers to either buff and heal or debuff and damage, respectively. Being such a well-rounded class means it can do many things decently, but excel at nothing specific. It
may take some more skill to bring out the best in this one.SorceressElemental Lord: As the name implies, this specialization focuses on offensive fire and ice elemental attacks, much of which can stack for massive DOTs. However, the longer casting times make the Elemental Lord an easy target during casts.Force User: This class gives up some of its
power in favor of providing support to others. Using dark and light magic, the Force User can debuff and immobilize foes, as well as teleport away in a pinch.Best Dragon Nest M Class for PvENow that you know a little about each class, we can move on to the good part: which class should be your main?While your choice should depend largely on
your playstyle, some classes are definitely better than others for certain tasks.If you play MMOs for the story (believe it or not, you're not alone!), prefer to keep to yourself and not interact with others, and generally want to focus on the PvE aspect of the game, your best bet is the warrior. It might be a cliched answer, but it's true: it's hard to beat the
tried and true attack and defensive prowess of this skilled fighter. The warrior and both of his later paths have crowd-control skills, with the Mercenary being especially good for solo and party fights due to its decent de/buff abilities.The warrior also has a high defense so he can do well without backup, and some powerful single-enemy skills that are
great against bosses. You just can't go wrong with this class for solo play.Best Dragon Nest M Class for PvPIf, on the other hand, the idea of making your way up the PvP ladder is exciting, you'll do well with a quick character with good defense who can withstand the ranged powerhouses.Judging our recommendation on the top-ranked arena leaders,
the two best classes for PvP in Dragon Nest M are the warrior (Sword Master specialization) and the cleric (Paladin specialization). The warrior can dish out strong mid-ranged attacks, while the cleric can take a lot of beating, making them both ideal for the arena.However, based on further research, we also recommend the sorceress (Elemental Lord
specialization) as a strong third contender. This class is harder to master, but once you do, you can be (theoretically) unstoppable!Best Dragon Nest M Support ClassWant to help your party and guild-members get through raids and special dungeons? You're looking for a good support class.Honestly, all the classes are well-balanced and do well on
their own or together. Every class has its own party buffs, and most have a good variety of single- and multi-enemy attacks.However, the one class undeniably created specifically to be a good support is the cleric (Priest specialization). Use this class if you like to hold the team together and lead them to victory!Of course, we're not saying the other
classes aren't awesome: In fact, they're balanced well enough that any class, in the right hands, can be played right to the top. Try them out for yourself and choose the one that's best for you!And stay tuned to GameSkinny for more Dragon Nest M guides!
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